We need your support now.

We are asking you to make a gift now so that we can continue the critical work of supporting leaders and organizations to transform and thrive, including us! This work, our work, is so vital and needed. Help us shape our continued collective liberation by making a gift that is meaningful to you. Your contribution will be used to support this team and our work in many ways, including:

- Making it possible for CWC core team members to be adequately resourced as we work for environmental justice, food justice and sovereignty initiatives in Vermont and California, and beyond. Help us meet the demand for new work on critical justice issues on our horizon.
- Keeping our Dive-In Justice Podcast live with Delma Jackson and Shadlin Garcia broadcasting, and our Virtual Community Series active and freely accessible.
- Ensuring more equitable medical, leave and wellness benefits for our dedicated staff in these pandemic times and beyond.
- Supporting our strategic reorganization to a shared leadership model as our long-time director Ginny McGinn steps back and transitions to a programmatic role, creating space for BIPOC organizational leadership, while continuing to collaborate in the strategic development of our system change work.

We envision a future where movements for racial, social, and environmental justice are rooted in relationship, reciprocity, authenticity, and beauty. A future where whole systems are built on a foundation of justice, fairness, vitality, and accountability through strategies and governing structures that bring us closer together, not divide us. This is our North Star.

Now is the time we must come closer together. Help us meet the challenges ahead by making a contribution today.

Thank you for your support!

In love and solidarity, the CWC team:

Britaney, Delma, Ginny, Julian, Kavitha, Kris, Kristin, Mark, Mohamad, Samara & Susannah